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HUNGARIAN C INEMA REMAINS DEFIANT AMID HARD TIMES
On 2-5 February, the 43rd
Hungarian Film Week was
organized by the Hungarian
Filmmakers' Association, that
recently elected a new board
and Béla Tarr as its president.
The event which was nearly
shut down last year took place
with no prizes, no jury and no
public funding. The conservative
Fidesz government does not
favour culture and film art. The
Film Week had a rich programme
to offer: Features, documentaries,
short and experimental works,
including new films by FERA
President István Szabó, György
Pálfi, Kirsztina Deák, Ferenc
Török, Sára Cserhalmi, Péter
Forgács, Attila Vidnyánszky,
László Siroki.

Elisabeth O. Sjaastad attended the
Film Week to show FERA’s support
for our Hungarian members and
Hungarian film, as did the
programme directors of the Berlin
and Cannes film festivals. The
event opened with the anthology
film Hungary 2011 directed by 11
Hungarian film directors. Béla Tarr,
winner of the Silver Bear for Turin
Horse in 2011, produced this film,
which was also given a special
screening at this year’s Berlinale,
Tarr explained:
,
“In the situation that evolved
around Hungarian film we see no
other possibility to prove our
existence than with the help of a
video series calling the viewers’

attention to the fact that we are
still capable of working and
expressing our thoughts,
reflections and feelings. These
films are produced on virtual
cents. The creators accepted to
work without receiving any kind of
payment and to use the most
inexpensive technique possible.“
The Hungarian government is also
facing heavy criticism for changing
the country’s media law to stifle
opposition. The European
Parliament Media Intergroup held
a hearing on the situation in
Hungary on 28 February.
Watch Béla Tarr interview after
screening Hungary 2011 ?+@+

NEW S
FERA welcomes the European Court of Justice’
(ECJ) judgement affirming film directors’ rights
On 9 February the European Court of
Justice (ECJ) issued its judgment in
the case Martin Luksan (film director)
v. Petrus van der Let (film producer),
a dispute concerning exploitation
rights and remuneration for the
documentary film “Photos from the
Front”.
Austrian copyright law currently
provides for an original and direct
transfer of exploitation rights to the
producer of the film (cessio legis).
Mr. Luksan’s contract assigned to
the film producer all the copyright
and related rights in the film, with the
exception of certain methods of
exploitation (such as the making
available to the public online and pay
TV), which were subject to a separate
payment.
When the producer neverthless made
this film available online and
assigned the rights to an online video
platform, the film director initiated
legal proceedings against the
producer for having breached the
terms of their contract.
The national court referred a series of
questions to the ECJ to establish
whether or not Austrian law providing
for the ‘original and direct allocation
of the exploitation of rights’ to the film
producer as well as for the possibility
to contract all statutory rights to
remuneration to the film producer
was compatible with EU law.
The main conclusions in the ECJ
judgement are as follows:
- To deny the principal director the
rights to exploit a cinematographic
work, that are at issue in the main
proceedings, because such an
interpretation, first, would not respect
the competence of the European

European Composers
file complaint against
broadcasters

Union in the matter, second, would
not be compatible with the aim
pursued by Directive 2001/29 and,
finally, would not be consistent with
the requirements flowing from Article
17(2) of the Charter of Fundamental
Rights guaranteeing the protection
of intellectual property. (§71)

On 29 February ECSA (the
European Composer and
Songwriter Alliance) announced
that it had filed a formal
complaint on January 17th with
DG Competition alleging that
the terms of publishing
agreements into which
composers are coerced by
some of Europe’s largest and
- It follows that both the principal
most prominent broadcasters
director, in his capacity as author of are far less fair than what could
the cinematographic work, and the
be secured in a truly free and
producer, as the person responsible open market.
for the investment necessary for the
production of that work, must be
Composers are frequently told
regarded as being the holders, by
that they will not be considered
operation of law, of the reproduction for commissions unless they are
right. (§92)
prepared to assign the copyright
in the musical works created to
- It follows from Article 5(2)(b) of
a “publishing” company owned
Directive 2001/29 that, in the
by the production company or
Member States which have decided broadcaster-- or one chosen by
to establish the private copying
them (and from whom the
publishers will have generally
exception, the rightholders
received an advance payment).
concerned must, in return, receive
payment of fair compensation. It is
Coercive commissioning has a
clear from such wording that the
European Union legislature did not dramatic financial impact on
wish to allow the persons concerned music creators in that it
to be able to waive payment of that appropriates a significant and
legitimate source of income.
compensation to them. (§100)

- It follows from all the foregoing
that European Union law precludes
a provision of domestic law which
allows the principal director of a
cinematographic work to waive his
right to fair compensation. (§107)
The rebuttal of ‘Cessio Legis’ in
Austria is a triumph for fair play,
and authorial rights. Cessio Legis
now needs to be abolished
wherever it occurs. This legal
success proves the value of the
principle of Equitable
Remuneration, especially when
backed up by strong contracts which remain a major FERA aim.
Piers Haggard
FERA Vice – President and Chairman

ECSA first officially informed
the European Commission in a
meeting with European
Commission Vice-President
Joaquín Almunia on November
30, 2011. ECSA has since
provided evidence to the
Commission concerning the
coercive commissioning of
broadcasters and film producers
in Denmark, France, Germany,
Italy, the Netherlands and the
UK but stresses that these
coercive practices also occur in
the other 21 Member States and
in third countries. FERA
supports ECSA in this action,
which could prove equally
relevant for film directors.
www.composeralliance.org

NEW S
Decalogue for Europe of Culture
French Minister for Culture and Communication Frédéric Mitterand
initiated the following statement, which was published on 9 February in the
New York Times:
With Europe currently facing serious social and economic difficulties, it is
up to the key players in our cultural life and the political decision makers to
reaffirm that culture lies at the heart of Europe’s construction and must not
be sacrificed. The European Commission’s Education and Culture DG and
22 EU Ministers have approved a joint declaration: the Decalogue for
Europe of Culture. (signed F. Mitterand, French Minister of Culture and
Communication).
1. Europe of culture embodies the values of democracy in all the nations
of the EU.

New York Times 9 February

2. Europe of culture contributes to the affirmation of the European identity
in all its diversity and to the flourishing of the arts and languages from
which its richness is derived.

3. Europe of culture ensures absolute freedom of creation across all its elements and events.
4. Europe of culture promotes access for all, without distinction in terms of gender, age, origin, health or social
status, to intellectual works, expressions of art, and the tangible and intangible cultural heritage.
5. Europe of culture protects the legitimate right of creators and authors to fair remuneration and guarantees
this by means of all appropriate meaures against the threats of piracy, fraud, theft and abusive use to which
they might be exposed.
6. Europe of culture encourages the circulation and exhibition of works both within the EU and beyond its
borders, and ensures the legal and financial compliance of the actions of the various cultural contributors who
organise and promote this.
7. Europe of culture establishes good rules of economic governance for the art and cultural industries market,
within a spirit of complete transparency. It takes part in the development of innovations which interest the
public authorities and private initiatives, in order to guarantee their harmonious development protected from
any commercial monopoly.
8. Europe of culture addresses the technological, financial and legal challenges brought about by the digital
revolution from the gathering and transmission of works and for the flourishing of new forms of artistic
expression.
9. Europe of culture lobbies for the reinforcement of school curricula, teaching methods and procedures for
artistic education and the training of creative artists.
10. By emphasising that creation, art and beauty constitute a fundamental investment in the future which
creates not only individual but also collective well-being in the form of employment, Europe of culture commits
the European Union to consolidation of the budgets for culture and media programmes in order to meet the
needs and aspirations of Europeans.
Signed by the Culture Ministers of Austria, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia
and Spain. And the French-speaking community of Belgium, the UK Business Ministry and the EC’s
Commissioner for Culture, Media, Education, Youth and Sport.

NEW S: FERA members

APR held an extraordinary General Assembly at the Cinemateca in Lisbon on 11 February

Portugese Film Directors debate new Cinema Law
APR (Portuguese Association of
Directors) held an extraordinary
General Assembly on 11 February
to discuss the draft of the new
Cinema Law which was released
on 1 February. APR welcomed the
fact that the Secretary of State for
Culture has fulfilled his promise to
publish the bill for public
consultation.
There are very positive proposals
for the government to assume the
responsibilities of film funding
through programmes intended to
provide economic support to
various activities for the
development of film art. The draft
law proposes measures to broaden
funding sources and set the level
of financing rates and contributions
to be paid by the various service
providers, platforms and
broadcasters.

Although some of the articles
raise questions which will need to
be addressed, APR generally
approves of the proposed law.

However, as the law leaves some
important definitions for later
clarification, APR insists that they
be defined in close collaboration
with the professional
associations.
Given the critical situation the
Portugese film industry is
currently in, the directors of APR
appeal to the Prime Minister, the
Secretary of State for Culture and
Members of Parliament to
approve this law and its
regulation as soon as possible.!
This General Assembly was
attended by FERA CEO
Elisabeth O. Sjaastad, who
expressed FERA’s concern about
the situation facing our Portugese
members, and especially the
uncertainty surrounding the
Institute for Cinema and
Audiovisual (ICA) where the open

calls for project funding have
been suspended, with no clear
information about when they will
resume.!
In a statement released on 24
February on the subject of the
new Cinema Law, APR
poignantly draws attention to the
recent international success of
Portugese filmmakers:
“Portuguese films, which will be
in increasingly small numbers
from this year onwards, have
captured the attention of film
professionals from around the
world. The awards that the
filmmakers John Salaviza and
Miguel Gomes received at this
year’s Berlinale, is a great
achievement for Portuguese
cinema. They have proven their
enormous vitality and ability to
cross all borders. It is urgent to
let them live!”

NEW S: FERA members

From left: Dr. Urban Pappi, Alexander Thies, Ansgar Heveling, Jobst Oetzmann, Helga Trüpel, Hans W. Geißendörfer, Peter Weber

BVR
HostsPappi,
Debate on
Licensing and
Remuneration
Online use Jobst
of Films
Urban
Alexander
Thies,
Ansgarfor
Heveling,
On 14 February, FERA member
Federation of Film and Television
Directors (BVR, Germany) hosted
its traditional Berlinale panel
discussion, this year on the topic of
licensing and remuneration of
audiovisual works online.

must be specified remuneration of
authors for the online use of their
works, and was optimistic that new
technology could be used to facilitate
collecting and distributing this
remuneration. This is central to any
granting of rights by the author, also
emphasized by the EU Green Paper
Helga Trüpel (Vice-Chairman of the which suggests the possibility of a
Education and Culture Committee of legal right to equitable remuneration
the European Parliament) gave her for the making available right.
analysis of the current copyright
climate and the attitudes of a digital Alexander Thies (Chairman of the Film
and Television Producers Alliance)
native generation, and said that
she favours neither “old monopoly” noted that consumer interest in films
and television programmes is huge.
(entertainment industry) or “new
That pleased him, as it shows that
monopoly” (internet technology
there is a market for our products, but
companies) but rather digital fair
that to compete with illegal free offers
trade for creators.
would eventually lead to a cut in
production of film and television
Peter Weber (General Counsel
ZDF) spoke about the challenges of programmes, which by nature are very
mass digitization which is needed to cost-intensive. Despite the desire for
simple solutions, the chosen one
develop legal offers at competitive
conditions. To clear the rights of the should reflect the principles of
copyright law, namely that creators
vast archives of television stations
and producers must be free to
he prefers the model of extended
determine what they produce and how
collective licensing.
it is accessed.!
Dr. Urban Pappi (new Chief
Executive of the collecting society
VG Bild-Kunst) added that there !

Ansgar Heveling (Member of the
Legal Committee and the Internet and

Digital Society Study Commission of
the German Bundestag) added that
the problems facing copyright-based
industries are not only to be blamed
on consumers. Here, platform
operators and content providers also
have a responsibility to make legal,
non-discriminatory and cost-effective
services. Hans W. Geißendörfer
(director and producer and initiator
of a platform dedicated to German
feature films) also called for a
recognition of the right to
remuneration for authors, and
rejected the notion that audiovisual
works fall under the fundamental
right to information, as some interest
groups seem to argue.

Jobst Oetzmann (BVR, moderator)
closed the discussion with an
appeal for recognition of the value
of creativity, both for individuals
and society as a whole, and urged
that policymakers, and
stakeholders, need the courage to
set clear standards to promote it.
Watch the debate (in German)
online ?+@+

NEW S
BVR General Assembly
BVR also held its General Assembly
during the Berlinale, during which the
members reinforced their claim to
establish fair and honest basic contract
terms with the broadcasters. BVR has
taken ZDF to court to get fair
compensation in accordance with § 36
of the German Copyright Act, and to
evoke the legal right to requitable
remuneration in § 32. The General
Assembly also mandated the present
directors of the BVR, to pursue collective
bargaining with the producers’ alliance in
the area of feature films.

MEDIA Information Day
European Commissioner for Culture Androulla
Vassiliou went to the Berlinale to present the
Commission’s proposal for the new “Creative
Europe” programme.
The Commission has proposed a budget of
!1.8 billion over the 2014-2020 period for
Creative Europe. That’s a 37% increase on
the 2007 to 2013 budget. !900 million of this
will be devoted to the EU’s “MEDIA” arm,
which supports the European film industry.
The issue now is whether European finance
ministers will agree to the proposals. “I think
there will be no problem,” Vassiliou said.
“This sector contributes very substantially
to growth and jobs,” Commissioner Vassiliou
noted. She said that 4.5% of EU GDP was
“from culture.” Around 4% of EU employment
is directly tied to the cultural industries.
“Even higher than the car industry or the
plastic industry,” the Commissioner said to
Screen International.
Head of MEDIA Aviva Silver was also in Berlin
to host the annual MEDIA info day for the film
industry, which FERA’s CEO attended. Silver
cautioned the sector not to take the proposed
budget increase for granted.
Silver and her colleagues from the European
Commission presented the key features of
the Programme proposal and said that the
Commission hopes to launch the Programme
in the second half of next year, provided that
the next budget period negotiations with
member states are concluded by the end of
this year.

European film screenings at the
Cinema des Cinéastes in Paris:
Oslo, 31. August
On 20 February, FERA member
l’ARP co-hosted the inaugural
session of the “The Cinéastes
Invite a European Friend” in
Paris at their Cinema des
Cinéastes. Following the
screening of his second feature
film Oslo, 31. August, Norwegian
director Joachim Trier was
present to answer questions
from the audience and from the
moderators Jean-Paul Salomé,
President of ARP and Janine
Lorente, Deputy Director General
of SACD and Chairwoman of the
SAA board of directors.
FERA CEO Elisabeth Sjaastad
(who also happens to be
Norwegian) was invited to
participate, and she spoke about
the recent developments in
Norwegian film and the new
generation of talents, such as
Trier, who make auteur films
that find a growing audience
outside of Norway.

On a strong run in cinemas
Oslo, 31. August sold 30,000
tickets during its opening
weekend, and is set to become
the most popular Norwegian
film in France since Bent
Hamer's Kitchen Stories
(2003), which totalled 75,000.

Trier’s first feature Reprise was
also released in cinemas in
France, which is a significant
achievement for a Norwegian
film.

Now after two weeks in France
Oslo, 31. August has already
done better than the 65.000
admissions it reached
domestically. Distributor
Memento Films has upped the
release from 38 prints to 53
following the early success,
and now hopes to get close to
150.000 admissions.

Filmmakers in Norway now find
themselves in the privileged
position of having increasing
funds available, while their
colleagues in Europe fight to
retain theirs due to the financial
crisis.

German international sales
agent The Match Factory has
licensed the film to more than
20 territories, and at Sundance
this year, the film was picked
up for American distribution by
Strand Releasing.

The event was organized by
ARP, SACD, SAA, and the
film’s French distributor
Memento Films, with support
from the Norwegian Embassy
in Paris.

Oslo, 31. August is also
currently shown in Brussels
at the Galeries cinema.

Oslo 31. August had its World
Premiere in Un Certain Regard
at the 2011 Cannes International
Film Festival.

www.galeries.be
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FREEDOM OF ARTISTIC EXPRESSION SUMMIT
Copenhagen 9 - 11 December 2011
Artistic expression is under
pressure from many sides and is
frequently at the centre of conflicts
between different interest groups.
International human rights
organizations include repression
and persecution of media and
media professionals in their annual
and country reports on freedom of
expression. However they rarely
document repression of artists or
cultural workers. The Artsfex
Summit brought together a wide
range of stakeholders with a strong
interest in protecting art and artists’
rights to freedom of expression.

European Composer and
Songwriter Alliance, FIA International Federation of Actors,
NCAC – National Coalition Against
Censorship (USA), IFCCD International Federation of
Coalitions for Cultural Diversity,
IETM - International Network for
Contemporary Performing Arts,
and PEN International.

The final resolution of the summit
states that there is an urgent
necessity to launch an international
initiative to protect and promote
freedom of artistic and creative
expression (in the visual arts,
The summit started with a public
music, dance, film, writers, theatre
meeting with opening address by
etc.) with the goal of increasing
Mr. Uffe Elbæk, Minister of Culture, awareness about violations of
Denmark and participation of
freedom of expression in the arts
former Danish Minister of Culture,
among artists and the arts sector,
Mr. Per Stig Møller. Belarus Free
in the media, among political
Theatre and Zimbabwean
bodies, human rights and free
writer/composer Chirikure Chirikure speech organizations, as well as
were invited to share their own
among the general public.
experiences of being artists at risk.
This initiative will:
Among the organizations that took - Monitor and analyse censorship in
part in the summit hosted by
the arts worldwide with the goal of
Freemuse, was FERA, ECSA identifying trends and creating an

understanding of the various
mechanisms of censorship and
persecution of artists for their
creative work.
- Publicly expose the persecution
and censorship of artist
- Support artistic and creative
freedom worldwide
- Hold governments responsible
for their obligations under the
relevant international conventions
and national laws
- Direct artists in distress to
existing information, funding and
other resources for emergency and
ongoing support and facilitate their
relationship with relevant funders
and defenders of human rights.
The participants will meet again in
Oslo, Norway on the occasion of
the World Summit on Freedom of
Artistic Expression, 25-26 October
this year.
!
!!

NEWS
US Anti-piracy legislation stalled after technology
companies ignite online campaign

MegaUpload Founder made
$175 million on file sharing

ultureWatchEurope
2011enforcement
Thinkissues. The
Legislative proposals on both sides
examine
of the Atlantic have faced widespread
critizism and major internet
companies have instigated massive
campaigns to rally opposition against
the US House of Representatives’
Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) and
the Senate Protect IP Act (PIPA).
A letter signed by American trade
unions representing more than
400,000 actors, directors, performers
and crafts people, defended the PIPA
bill and accused Google and other
critics of distorting facts about whatc
the bill would actually do.
"The Protect IP Act does nothing more
than make it possible for the U.S.
government to handle illegal foreign
websites in the same manner it can
already do -- and has been doing -with illegal sites. It has no impact at all
on the legal U.S. sites that people are
being told will disappear. We are
greatly offended that our advocacy of
this bill has turned into an implication
that we promote censorship. Our
commitment to the First Amendment is
decades old and long established -- it
is a matter of public record from long
before the word "Internet" was part
of our vocabulary."
Kathy Garmezy, associate executive
director for government affairs at the
Directors Guild of America, expressed
frustration at how Silicon Valley has
seized the debate. "They've been very
successful in twisting the nature of the
debate,'' said Garmezy. "It's always
easier to tell a lie than to tell the truth.
And if you have the full means of
communication and are controlling
that as a vehicle, it's pretty easy."

After receiving indictments from a
grand jury in Virginia, federal
authorities arrested four people on
19 January, and executed more than
20 search warrants in the U.S. and
eight other countries, seizing 18
domain names and an estimated
Meanwhile in Europe the Anti $50 million in assets belonging to
Counterfeiting Trade Agreement
owner Kim Dotcom including luxury
(ACTA) has been under similar
attack. The European Commission cars, artwork and investments.
has now decided to refer ACTA to
the European Court of Justice to
Founded in 2005, MegaUpload is a
get a ruling on its compatibility with "digital locker" that allows users to
EU law.
store files that can then be streamed
or downloaded by others. Its
subsidiary site MegaVideo became
FERA believes in precise and
very popular for the unauthorized
effective legal tools to combat
downloads of movies and TV shows.
piracy. FERA does not support
Users whose uploaded content
censorship or any ”draconian”
measures. We want digital fair trade proved particularly popular were
for creators and consumers alike. paid for their participation.
agency will work with the White
House's Intellectual Property
Enforcement Coordinator to
combat copyright infringement.

According to the indictment, the
operators of MegaUpload earned
more than $175 million in illegal
profits and caused an estimated
FERA’s CEO attended the second
$500 million in lost revenue to
of MEP Marielle Gallo’s IP Forums
copyright holders. The site is
on 24 January. The topic was Online
Distribution of audiovisual works and advertised as having more than 50
million daily visitors.
music, a topic of high relevance as
the European Parliament is currently
On 17 February Kim Dotcom was
preparing its position on the
charged with three new criminal
Commission’s Green Paper from
2011. Digital Agenda Commissioner copyright counts and five new wire
Neelie Kroes was invited to give a
fraud counts. That is on top of one
keynote speech in which she
count of racketeering, one count of
focused on the opportunities in cloud conspiracy to commit money
computing, connected TV and the
laundering and two counts of
”growth in the scope of creative
criminal copyright infringement
content” and ”Possibilities way
charges.
beyond the old models. Look at
Angry Birds: a franchise that sent
It is worth pointing out that following
Rovio Mobile towards a 100 million
the shut down of MegaUpload,
dollar turnover last year. Enough
several legal VOD, rental and catch
money to produce The King's
Speech 8 times over. That's not bad up TV services in France have
for a smartphone game largely given reported a significant increase in
sales (on average 25,7%).
away for free.” This remark
prompted Elisabeth Sjaastad to
remind Commissioner Kroes that the Get detailed statistics ?+@+
cost and risk involved in film is very
different, and that such a business
model is not sustainable for us.

Commissioner Kroes at
MEP Gallo’s IP Forum

On 28 February President Obama
signed an executive order to create a
new trade agency to protect American
intellectual property and enforce other
trade rights. The new Interagency
Trade Enforcement Center will bring
together a wide range of trade experts,
including analysts and lawyers who will Read the full speech ?+@+

NEW S
Claire Denis joins FERA’s
Creative Council
"I suppose I am interested in the variety
of human life – how people live. I am
most interested in individuals and how
they respond to challenges or to
difficulties, or just to each other. I am
curious about people. So that's why I
do a lot of different things. The cinema
should be human and be part of
people's lives; it should focus on
ordinary existences in sometimes
extraordinary situations and places.
That is what really motivates me." *
Photo: Pool CATARINA/VANDEVILLE

FERA is delighted to announce
that Claire Denis has accepted to
join FERA’s Creative Council.
Denis graduated in 1972 from the
Institut des hautes études
cinémato-graphiques (IDHEC) in
Paris. She then went on to work
as an assistant with Jacques
Rivette, Costa-Gavras, Jim
Jarmusch and Wim Wenders.
Since her 1988 debut Chocolat,
a semi-autobiographical
meditation on African colonialism,
Claire Denis has established
herself as one of France's most
respected film directors, and a
leading chronicler of 21st-century
France in all its postcolonial
complexity. She does not shy
away from difficult subjects
including sex, cannibalism, incest,
politics, murder, race, sometimes
all at the same time. A large
number of Denis' films portray the
everyday lives of immigrants and
French people of African origin.
Among her critically acclaimed
films are: S'en fout la mort (No
Fear, No Die, 1990), J'ai pas
sommeil (I Can't Sleep, 1994),
Nénette et Boni (1996), Beau
Travail (Good Work, 1999,
Trouble Every Day (2001),
Vendredi soir (2002), and
35 Rhums (2008).
*The Guardian interview 03.07.09

Berlinale Golden
Bear to Italy
Golden Bear
Caesar Must Die (Italy)
by Paolo & Vittorio Taviani
Silver Bear best director
Barbara (Germany)
Christian Petzold
Silver Bear best screenplay
A Royal Affair (Denmark)
Nikolaj Arcel & Rasmus
Heisterberg
Alfred Bauer Prize
For a film that opens new
perspectives for cinema

Tabu (Portugal)
Miguel Gomez
FIPRECI Prize

The Artist sweeps
the Oscars
FERA warmly congratulates
The Artist (France), directed by
Michel Hazanavicius which was
nominated in 10 categories, and won
5 Oscars including Best Picture, Best
Director and Best Actor in a Leading
Role. The Iron Lady won Best Actress
and Best Make Up.
European films and filmmakers were
very well represented among this
year’s Oscar nominees:
FERA Creative Council member
Angieszka Holland’s In Darkness
was nominated in the category Best
Foreign Language Film, as was
Bullhead (Belgium), directed by
Michael R. Roskam.

(Film Critics)

Tabu (Portugal)
Miguel Gomez
Golden Bear best short film
Rafa (Portugal)
João Salaviza

Wim Wenders’ Pina (Germany)
nominated for Best Documentary
Feature. A Cat in Paris (Belgium)
directed by Jean-Loup Felicioli and
Alain Gagnol nominated for Best
Animated Feature Film, Swedish
director Thomas Alfredson nominated
for Best Adapted Screenplay for
Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy. Hallvar
Witzø’s student film Tuba Atlantic
(Norway) nominated for Best Short
Film Live Action.

EDITORIAL

Drama & Democracy
By FERA Chief Executive Elisabeth O. Sjaastad

A few weeks ago 22 culture ministers,
and EU Commissioner Vassilliou,
signed a document with the slightly
pretentious title ”Decalogue for Europe
of Culture” which solemnly declares
that culture ”embodies the values of
democracy in all the nations of the EU”
and that a Europe of Culture ”ensures
absolute freedom of creation”.

Still they try to document what is
going on in their country at this time
of crisis. Equipped with a small
digital camera, they take to the
streets to capture the frustration of
the steel workers on strike, and the
disillusionment of the unemployed
youth - which very much mirrors
their own.

Among the signatories where the
culture ministers of Greece, Hungary
and Portugal – although in Portugal
culture is currently not important
enough for there to even be a Minister
of Culture, but rather a Secretary of
State for Culture.

In the evening we went to a taverna
where Lefttsatsis, an actor friend
who had just played the role of
Plato in an upcoming film, got
everyone to sing along to
heartbreaking traditional songs until
the early morning hours.

Over the past months I have been
travelling to meet FERA members in
Greece, Hungary and Portugal. I
wanted to see and hear first hand
what it is like to be a filmmaker in the
countries that struggle the most right
now.

For Sifis, Costas, and their friends
the concept of the single market
makes no sense: ”Imagine that the
logic of the market now means that
Greece is importing tomatoes from
Belgium! Before we all grew our
own on every balcony or backyard.
We have been made to depend on
In Athens I met directors SIfis and
Costas. They are also active in a small others for things we used to do
association for short and documentary much better ourselves”.
filmmakers called MIKRO with about
Other guests came to join our table.
50 members.
A young woman named Christina
told me that she had just lost her job
They told me that the Greek Film
as a pre-school teacher because
Center has not awarded any grants
for the past two years, and even very the government had to lay off
public sector employees. So only
successful filmmakers are about to
give up.

two years after finishing her own
higher education, she had to go
back to waiting tables at a café
rather than teaching kids.
The following day I walked around
to see the historic sights:
Pnyx, the birthplace of democracy,
where all Athenian citizens (except
women and slaves that is) had the
right and duty to vote on all decrees
before they became law.
The Theatre of Dionysus, nearby,
where before large audiences
comic poets filled their plays with
stinging criticism of all the leading
politicians of 5th-century Athens –
with state funding.
The symbiotic relationship between
drama and democracy, between art
and politics was fully recognized
even back then. Prizes for
excellence in drama were awarded
to those who satirized democracy
and its practitioners, such as
Aristophanes' Knights, in 424 B.C.
I ended my tour at the Stoa of
Attalos, in the Agora (picture
above), which was also the site of
the 2004 EU enlargement signing
ceremony of the ten new acceeding
members. One of the new members
was Hungary.

EDITORIAL
In Budapest I met directors Béla and
András. The Hungarian government
is not awarding prizes to those who
satirizes its officials, but has rather
introduced a new controversial
media law to silence critical voices.
I was there to show support for the
43rd Hungarian Film Week that had
been organized on a voluntary basis,
as the government offered no
financial support. But the filmmakers
themselves wanted to show the
Hungarian public that their national
cinema is still viable, vigorous and
many-sided.
The responsibility for the national
film industry has been moved to an
executive body under the single
authority of re-patriated ”Terminator”
producer Andrew Vajna, who has
been the government film
commissioner for a year.
The day before, Vajna reportedly
got up and left a debate with the film
industry, insulted by the criticism
they voiced.
Béla expressed little hope for
improved communication, so he and
a few colleagues each put 10 ! on
the table and resolved to try to set
up an alternative fund.
”Hungarian cinema is an integral part
of both our national and European
culture”, he said. ”The films made
in recent decades just like the ones
presented during these days are
about Hungarian people, life in
Hungary, our country and our fate in an individual and free manner. I
hope that these days will strenghen
our solidarity and give all of us
inspiration and hope for our work”.
They asked me if there are any
possibilities for additional support
at the European level. I had to give
a less than optimistic answer, but
promised to investigate.

%

In Lisbon I met directors Margarida
and João.
Margarida’s latest feature film
Passion had its cinema premiere
just two days earlier. The Secretary
of State for Culture was present
and, beaming with excitement, he
talked about his plans for sorting
out the financing of Portugese films.
it seemed a little too good to be
true"
Margarida explained how she now
has to face closing down the small
production company she co-owns
with a fellow (Swedish) director.
Their modus operandi with a
modest mix of short films, television
commissions, and stage projects
cannot be sustained in the current
crisis. Sadly this will also mean that
the technicians and assistants they
hire will lose their jobs.
After two successful short films,
João is about to finalize his first
feature film, shot in Africa, which he
is producing himself. Last year the
Institute for Cinema and
Audiovisual (ICA) awarded grants
for this and another project he is
working on. Ten days ago, he was
told that these grants will not be
paid until 2015 (!). As a small
entrepeneur this puts him in an
impossible situation. How can he
access credit in these times? A
ruthless and irresponsible way to
treat creative talents.
While it is sadly unsurprising that
filmmakers in these countries are
experiencing very tough times,
what is even more alarming is that
the financial crisis also seems to be
a pretext for public instiutions, such
as national film funds, to abandon
core democratic principles such as
transparency and accountability in
the way they function.
2012 will be a year of crucial
decisions concerning pretty much
every aspect of European
filmmakers’ professional life: New
rules for state aid to cinema, the
relationship between film financing

and online distribution, enforcement
of authors’ rigths to secure fair
remuneration, and negotiations on
the Creative Europe Programme.
Yet, one of the non-signatories to
the recent Decalogue was the
Danish Minister of Culture. The
motto of the Danish EU Presidency
this spring is ”Doing more, with
less”.
Back in 1999, the European
Commission articulated the values
underlying cultural objectives in the
audiovisual sector in a statement
that all the member states should
still keep in mind:
The audiovisual media play a
central role in the functioning of
modern democratic societies.
They!help to determine not only
what we see of the world but also
how we see it!and have a major
influence on what citizens know,
believe and feel.
In Europe’s audiovisual sector, we
always do more with less – even
with nothing. So this time around if
politicians want to ”ensure absolute
freedom of creation” so that we can
fulfill our potential to influence what
citizens know, believe and feel
about Europe, it would not be
unreasonable to suggest that the
Danish approach be revised to ask
Sifis, Costas, Béla, András,
Margarida and João: ”Do even
more, with a little more”.

Elisabeth O. Sjaastad
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INT. ROOM. NIGHT
Jerome tapped gently at the keyboard as the script he
would never sell slowly drew to a close.

AGENDA
FERA Creative Council

*** NEW OFFICE ADDRESS ***
FERA has just moved to:
Avenue de la Toison d’Or 60C
1060 Brussels
Belgium
(METRO/TRAM stop: LOUISE)
NEW TELEPHONE NUMBER: +32 2544 0333
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